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What are your connections with the Parish?  I was elected Isle Of Wight
Councillor in January 2018.

Best and worst things about living here?  The best… that would be AONB
sights/views. The worst is the bus service/ speeding cars.

If you were a contestant on Mastermind, what would be your Specialized
Subject?  Politics.

What’s your favourite holiday destination?  It was IOW in my youth. Now for
holidays, it is Canada.

Do you have an unusual hobby /ability? I trained in Neuro Linguistic Pro-
gramming (NLP) with Paul McKenna.

If a film were made of your life, who would you choose to play you?
Robert De Niro (I just like how he does movies).

Food Heaven and Food Hell?  Heaven is lobster or fillet steak.  Hell would be
lemon meringue pie!

What’s the best Christmas present you’ve ever received? And the worst?
The best is my hard-working Barbour jacket.  The worst … a thermal hand-
warmer!

Do you think there should be a bridge connecting the Island to the
mainland or not?   It needs some proper work and a feasibility study carried
out (open minded).

Favourite book?  1984 by George Orwell.

Last book you read? Prisoners of Geography by Tim Marshal (global politics).

Favourite film? Enemy at the Gates with Jude Law as Vassili Zaitsev in the
Battle of Stalingrad.

Last film seen at the cinema?  Gravity. I haven’t ‘done’ cinema for a while.

Favourite comedian?  Bob Newhart  (especially his Bus Driver Trainer!).

Favourite piece of music/musician?  Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 in G Minor.
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Monarchy or Republic?     Definitely Monarchy.

Which newspaper do you read?  Various, but I prefer the writing of The Times.

What is “Must-See” TV for you? Question Time, Match Of The Day and The
Voice.

When was the last time you rode a bike?  Some years ago, but as a youth,
I rode all over the Isle of Wight whilst on holidays.

Bacon sandwich- white or brown bread? Red or brown sauce? Buttered
bread or dry?   Brown, brown and buttered!

Do you like Marmite?  Yes.

The film ‘Love Actually’…. Love it or hate it…actually?!  It’s good for just
one viewing, but…neither love nor hate it!

What is your earliest memory? Trying to crawl out of a window and my
mother grabbing my feet and pulling me back (we were three storeys up
apparently).

Blur or Oasis … Beatles or Rolling Stones?   Oasis and Rolling Stones.

Do you have any pets?  Not now, but I once had four Chihuahuas to look after!

If you could give your fifteen year old self some advice, what would it be?
Qualify for a trade.

If you could, would you go back in time or forward into the future?
Forward, out of curiosity.

Who or what would you put in Room 101?   Donald Trump.

Have you had a life-changing experience? Can you tell us about it?   That
would have to be winning my first election.

Who would be your three perfect dinner guests?  Winston Churchill, Anne
Widdecombe and David Attenborough.

Would you rather be a contestant on Masterchef or Strictly Come Danc-
ing?    Masterchef.

Have you ever lied about your age?   No, age is just a number.
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If you were an animal, what would you like to be and why? A Cheetah…
majestic and fast.

What would you do if the cash point at the bank overpaid you?  Take it
back to the bank There is no drug that can make you feel as good as doing the
right thing.

What is your most embarrassing moment? I went into the wrong washroom
and only realised when there was carpet on the floor (the rooms had been
swapped after a refurb.).

Do you prefer to ring or text? I prefer ring, but sometimes text is appropriate.

Would you consider cosmetic surgery?   No, go with what you’ve got!

What is your greatest fear?   Growing old and losing faculties.

Who would you like to be stuck in a lift with?  The astronomer, Brian Cox.

Who would you NOT like to be stuck in a lift with?  John McDonnell
(Shadow Chancellor).

What car would you like to own?  I would like to re-own my Bentley S3  (in
sand over sable).

Do you believe in ghosts/aliens?    For me, the jury’s out on both.

Which item would you wish for if you were stranded on a desert island?
A solar-powered satellite phone .

When are you at your happiest?  Floating down a river or canal at 4mph
observing nature, with a glass of red to hand!

If you won the lottery, what would be your first purchase?   A luxurious
boat!

What do you most dislike about yourself?  My lack of artistic and musical
talent.

Best Parish memory?   Meeting residents during election time.

How would you like to be remembered?  For having achieved something that
people could enjoy for many years to come.        


